Space Science Badges

NEW for 2018!

**Space Science Explorer**
Daisy (K-1 grade)
Explore and observe the sky like a real space scientist.
1. Explore the Sun
2. Observe the Moon
3. Meet the Stars
When you’ve earned this badge, you’ll have explored and observed the Sun, Moon, and stars.

**Space Science Adventurer**
Brownie (2-3 grade)
Investigate the complexities of the sky as you learn to see things in a new way.
1. Meet the neighbors in our Solar System
2. See more than before
3. Investigate the Moon
4. Be a stargazer
5. Celebrate and share
When you’ve earned this badge, you’ll know how to investigate and learn about the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars.

**Space Science Investigator**
Junior (4-5 grade)
Venture through the Solar System and beyond, and see that space is even bigger than you may have imagined.
1. Model the Solar System
2. Circle the Sun
3. Discover the stars
4. Use the tools to explore
5. Share your sky
When you’ve earned this badge, you’ll understand that the Earth orbits the Sun, and how far away the Sun, Moon, planets, and stars are from our home planet, Earth.

**Coming Fall 2019**

**Space Science Badges for older girls**
Cadette (6-8 grade), Senior (9-10 grade), Ambassador (11-12 grade)